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DFA Rebranded!
In 2018, the Department of Foreign Affairs was assigned to the portfolio of
Vice President Meriton and has since undergone major restructuring.
With the employment of one third of
head office’s workforce this past year,
the Department is now better equipped to
implement its strategic objectives with
full force and vigour. Plans and targets
are being met, new recruits are learning
at excellent speed, young motivated diplomats are being posted overseas; more
importantly everyone is bringing their
very best to the table.
It has been much to Secretary of State
Faure’s credit that the Department is
thriving as ever before. It is under his
mentorship as Executive Head (2018early 2019), that the transformation of
the Department is most evident and progressive.

“Looking back, I am proud of what DFA has
become today. Most importantly, I have confidence in the staff, who are the backbone of
our organization.”

In addition, since taking over the presidency of the Council of Ministers of Indian Ocean Commission last year, VP
Meriton has continued to spearhead engagements towards regional integration,
and in so doing taking the Department’s
agenda to its next level.

Ambassador Barry Faure
Secretary of State of Foreign Affairs &
of the Blue Economy

The arrival of the Principal Secretary, Dr.
Marina Confait in February 2019, has
also brought about significant contributions to the Department.
With clearly defined strategic objectives
in place for each division/unit, the workforce is now more inextricably linked
and proficient.
In acknowledging how far we’ve come, it
is simultaneously necessary to assess the
way forward, and with the reassurance of
our new strategies, the Department is
destined to shine!
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Highlights from President Solih’s State Visit
At the invitation of President Danny
Faure, the President of the Republic of
Maldives, His Excellency Ibrahim
Mohamed Solih, undertook a State
Visit in Seychelles from 2 to 4 August
2019.
Amazed by the country, President
Solih tweeted “What a beautiful country. With green rolling hills, cool sea
breezes, sandy beaches, and a sense of
hospitality as warm as the weather,
there is much here that reminds us of
home in the Maldives.”

President Solih and spouse upon arrival at Seychelles
International Airport

Despite it being a short visit, the President saw and experienced much in
Seychelles. As customary to all visiting Heads of State, President Solih
was given a tour of the Botanical Garden, where he planted a Coco-de-Mer
nut. Furthermore, the CEO of Seychelles Tourism Board (STB), Mrs.
Sherin Francis accompanied the President at the La Misère view point,
where the President saw a panoramic
view of Victoria and the east-coast of
Mahé.

President Faure presents Coco de Mer gift to
President Solih

On a more official note, a General Cooperation Agreement and six Memorandum of Understandings were
signed in the presence of President
Faure and President Solih, which have
strengthen the partnership between
Seychelles and Maldives.
President Solih and spouse visiting giant tortoises at the
Botanical Garden
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President Solih and spouse with CEO –STB, Mrs. Sherin
Francis at La Misère view point

“What a beautiful country. With
green rolling hills, cool sea
breezes, sandy beaches, and a
sense of hospitality as warm as
the weather. There is much here
that reminds us of home in the
Maldives.”
President Ibrahim Mohamed
Solih
First Lady Fazna Ahmed visits the National History Museum

First Lady Fazna Ahmed meets with the CEO of ANHRD , Mrs.
Nadia Lauricourt at Maison Quéau de Quinssy
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President Faure at TICAD 7
President Danny Faure led the delegation to Japan on the occasion of the 7th Tokyo International
Conference on African Development (TICAD 7) held in Yokohama, Japan, from 28 to 30 August
2019.
At the official opening ceremony, the Seychelles delegation saw the launching of the
theme for this year’s conference; Advancing Africa’s Development through People,
Technology and Innovation.
On the second day of the conference, President Faure delivered a statement at the
Heads of State at TICAD 7

Blue Economy Thematic Session 5 of the
conference, highlighting the importance of

On the sidelines of TICAD 7, President Faure at-

exploring avenues in developing the Blue

tended multiple meetings, firstly with the Japan-

Economy concept for the benefit of Africa.

AU Parliamentary Association spearheaded by Dr.
Daishiro Yamagiwa, where discussions focused on
strengthening the bilateral relations between Seychelles and Japan. This was followed by a meeting
with Mr. Qu Dongyu, the Director General of
UN’s Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO)
in addressing the possible areas (such as fisheries,
blue economy and agriculture) that FAO could bet-

President Faure delivering his statement at the
Blue Economy Thematic Session 5

ter support Seychelles with technical expertise.

At the ‘Strengthening Peace and Stability Plenary Session’

on the closing day, President Faure addressed the participants of TICAD 7, where he stressed on the importance of a
peaceful and stable Africa for the further sustainable development of the continent.
President Faure lastly, held bilateral talks with the Japanese
Prime Minister H.E. Mr. Shinzo Abe where it was announced that Japan would be providing Seychelles with a
grant of SR 100 million to assist in the field of maritime security. Other topics of discussion between the two leaders

revolved around the prosperity and endurance of the bonds
of friendship between the two countries.
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President Faure calls on the Japanese
Prime Minister H.E. Mr. Shinzo Abe

Exclusive interview with the Principal Secretary for
Foreign Affairs
On February 1st 2019, Dr. Marina Confait was
appointed Principal Secretary (PS) of the Department of Foreign Affairs (DFA), a horizontal
move from being the PS in the Designated Minister’s Office.
Dr. Confait is a specialist in Doctoral Education
and Human Resources Development and has
dedicated her expertise to the public service for
over four decades. Starting off as a secondaryschool teacher, she rose in the hierarchy to hold
key leadership positions. She was the Chief Executive Officer of the National Human Resources Development Council. She was first
appointed Principal Secretary in the Department of Employment in 2009. She then became the Vice Chancellor of the University of
Seychelles in 2012

To interact with all the staff and provide them
with positive comments for the achievement of
set goals.
How has this post as Principal Secretary of
the DFA changed your perception of Foreign
Affairs and Diplomacy?

We interviewed Dr. Confait and she gladly
shared with us her journey at DFA thus far.

My role as PS for Foreign Affairs has deepened
my understanding and widened my perspective
of diplomacy, having to engage in multidisciplinary areas and sectors at a high level of decision making and international cooperation. I am
using soft power to achieve my targets.

You have been in post since February 2019,
how has your professional contribution
added to the efficiency of the Department?
Since joining the Department of Foreign Affairs, it has been ongoing learning in a new
field complementing my long years of experience in the public service. I have been reading
and undertaken a study visit to gain an insight
into diplomacy, foreign service and the role of
the Department of Foreign Affairs. I am a fast
learner coupled with my Education and HRD
expertise, doctoral training, and management
skills have shortened my induction and facilitated my integration in DFA. I believe I am
making improvements in the operational system and policies of the Department.

What do you enjoy most about this job?
Given that I am continuously exposed to new
responsibilities. I am enjoying every aspect of
the position, engaging particularly in Joint
Commissions, guiding staff members, chairing
high level meetings, developing new projects,
participating in international forums among
others.
Anything else you would like to share with
your staff?
I would like to introduce systems, guidelines
and policies for a better DFA than when I joined
in February 2019. I would also like to mentor
one or two staff members who are keen to learn.

What is your vision for the DFA?
My vision is to develop an effective and efficient DFA with competent staff with whom we
deliver on the mandate and the foreign policy.
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Accreditation of Seychelles Ambassadors 2019

In promoting a proactive foreign policy, the Department has made it a key strategic objective to
ensure that Seychelles is well represented
around the world. For this purpose, we welcome
our ambassadors’ accreditations. The year 2019
has been an excellent year, considering that a
total of eight accreditations have been successful so far. Meanwhile we congratulate all of our
ambassadors and wish them the very best during their tenures.

Ambassador Derick Ally accredited to
Finland, April 04, 2019

Ambassador Beryl Samson accredited to
Luxembourg, February 28, 2019

High Commissioner Selby Pillay accredited to India,
March 13, 2019

Ambassador Derick Ally accredited to
Germany, May 07, 2019
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Ambassador Sylvestre Radegonde accredited
to Italy, May 23, 2019
Ambassador Sylvestre Radegonde accredited to Russia,
July 31, 2019

Ambassador Lalatiana Accouche accredited to
Cuba, July 16, 2019

High Commissioner Selby Pillay
accredited to Bangladesh, August 8, 2019
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Exploring Digital Diplomacy
Diplomacy has evolved considerably
throughout the 20th century leading into the
21st century. Traditionally, diplomacy involved communication between the government of one country and the government of
another. Direct communication between the
government of one country and the population of another was banned by the international community and was regarded as a
breach of sovereignty.
First major shift in the role and importance
of diplomacy came about with the invention
of the radio, which provided the global population access to international news and foreign governments with a global platform.
And just like that, ‘public diplomacy’ was
born, with countries seeking to accomplish
their foreign policy goals by communicating
with foreign publics. It also became a tool
for creating a positive climate amongst foreign populations in order to facilitate the acceptance of one’s policies.
Leading into the 21st century, a new form of
diplomacy known as ‘digital diplomacy’ began to emerge. It became a new instrument
in the conduct of public diplomacy.
Digital diplomacy includes the introduction
of e-mail, the use of websites by diplomatic
services and international organizations, the
arrival of computers in conference rooms
with the introduction of notebooks/laptops
and Wi-Fi and most recently, the intensive
use of social media such as blog, Facebook
and twitter. The introduction of each new etool has definitely challenged the way things
were done traditionally and opened new opportunities for public diplomacy.
Furthermore, it can be said that the establishment of social media has gone as far as to
revolutionize diplomatic communication.
Foreign Affairs ministries have all created
twitter and Facebook accounts to connect
themselves to the public and to each other.
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Even Heads of State express their messages on
social media, considering that in a matter of seconds the public at large are immediately alerted.

events attended by our diplomats locally and overseas. The use of twitter has proven to be a huge
advantage for the DFA in that it has significantly
enhanced Seychelles visibility abroad hence meeting our strategic objective in ‘promoting a proactive foreign policy’. With access to approximately
6,000 followers, this e-tool has been most effective
in establishing the Department’s online presence.

We at DFA, with the recent establishment of a
Public Diplomacy Unit, are also evolving with
these transitions and we remain dedicated in nurturing our online connections.
We are currently working on comprehensive upgrading of our website which will be more in line
with the rebranding of the Department. The website, which is the digital face of the DFA will be
more interactive and user friendly. Simultaneously, it will ensure effective and rapid dissemination
of information to the public at large, whilst targeting the local audience in an effort to uphold our
engagement in opening up the Department to an
online audience, a key factor in the rebranding
image of the DFA.

Our Facebook account has had a huge transformation this past few months as the Public Diplomacy Unit has made use of this particular platform,
in posting almost daily, activities happening at the
Department. Facebook has provided the Department with the opportunity to introduce the ‘DFA
team’ to the public. The ‘Meet the DFA team’ post
features a weekly profile of a staff member and is
becoming increasingly popular with online viewers.
So we urge all viewers to join the e-diplomacy
trend and stay updated and connected by liking,
sharing and commenting on our Facebook and
twitter pages!!

DFA has also since this past year created a twitter
account and has been actively tweeting as many

DFA Twitter Statistics
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New appointments at DFA

Principal Counsellor
(Principal Secretary’s
Secretariat)

Technical Adviser
(Office of the Secretary
of State)

Dr. Jemma Simeon

Ms. Pamela Payet

Although it is a new venture to me, I am definitely
aiming for a long term
success at the Department,” conveyed Dr. Simeon. As a doctorial researcher, Dr. Simeon feels
she can contribute to a
knowledge based foreign
policy which is vital to
establishing a good international
understanding
and maintaining mutual
cooperation.

“Foreign Affairs and the
Blue Economy are definitely new territories to
me, but with my background in administration
& human resource management, I hope to assist
to my utmost ability,” is
how Ms. Payet describes
her new job. Although
new to the field, she believes that through research and teamwork, she
is to catch up in due time.

Director of Protocol
Mr. Gervais Moumou
“Protocol paves the way
for diplomacy to operate,
without it, there would be
much discord and confusion” said Mr. Moumou
while expressing his excitement to be back at the
Department. With an assertive smile, he added “We
make sure things are kept
in order.” A well-known
and appreciated protocol
officer, Mr. Moumou seeks
to assist in elevating the
protocol section to its highest standard.

Any queries, please contact the Public Diplomacy Unit: mhoareau@mfa.gov.sc or call 4283646
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